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1 / ¿What is Hostelvending?
Hostelvending is a B2B magazine designed to meet the needs of Vending professionals, as well as any other company
interested in the solutions provided by this industry.
Topics and news in the magazine speak about all sectors related to the Automatic Retailing business: Coffee, Snacks,
Beverages, OCS, HoReCa, Food, etc. And, of course, other main topics such as payment systems & money handling,
software and monitoring systems, spare parts, services, training and education courses, etc.
The philosophy of Hostelvending is based on self-requirement: always provide the highest quality in design, contents
and professional support. Following this set of values in business-making, Hostelvending has become – after 17 years
of experience in the market – the most useful and unfailing solution for the automatic retailing industry.

Miembro de EVPA

Media partner de EVA
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Hostelvending.com

This high status has been earned mostly due to the success
of Hostelvending.com, the rst and only daily newspaper
about the Vending business in the Internet.
Every single day of the year, a premium choice of latest news
are published in this online journal, which further provides a
full range of user-friendly tools.
The useful resources of Hostelvending.com are bene cial in
many ways – leveraging the image of Vending among the
general audience, and bringing commercial advantages to
professionals and companies.
The website has recorded an ascending evolution after more
than 11 years – the quality and specialization of articles and
reports attracting more and more visitors.
The next year, Hostelvending.com will have a new look and
new advances functionalities and services.
Hostelvending and Hostelvending.com are perfectly complementary and, together, provide the ultimate solution for the
automatic retailing business.
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2 / Print run & distribution
Hostelvending is distributed in more than 40 different countries around the World, using two ways for circulation:
- The main stream of distribution is based in our database,
counting over 3.650 suscriptores PROFESSIONAL subscribers,
who receive their issue by post.
- The main print run is completed with a massive distribution
of copies in the most relevant international trade shows and
events in the World. In each occasion, over 1,000 copies of
Hostelvending are usually handed out to visitors and exhibitors.

The main goal of Hostelvending is to be in the hands of
as many PROFESSIONAL readers as possible. But it is also
addressed to any company that may be interested in how to
conveniently start a business relationship with the automatic
retailing channel.

Subscribers: 3.650
- Nationals: 2.900
- Internationals: 750

Bimonthly publication
Average print run: 6.000 copies *
Annual print run: 50.000 a 60.000 copies *
Total readers: 150.000 (paper and PDF format)

*Both gures may vary, increasing notoriously when HOSTEL
VENDING attends special events and trade shows. (See Editorial Calendar, p.12)
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Evolution web

Counting over 1.000.000 pages seen and more than 300.000 single users in one year, Hostelvending.com has already
become a landmark website for the Vending industry. Always in constant evolution, with improved and more professional
contents, Hostelvending. com will keep bringing new users to the industry of automatic retailing, while encouraging the
number of visits.
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3 / ¿What does Hostelvending offer?
Quality and specialization in the articles and design are the basic pillars upon which Hostelvending magazine has succeeded and become a landmark among Vending’s B2B media. Not to mention our restless cooperation and committment
with every initiative that may bene t the development of automatic retailing, keeping in close touch and working hand in
hand with the different Vending associations and the public Administration.

Companies rely their advertising campaigns on Hostelvending not only because it is a leading brand, but also because
they bene t from many other advantages::

- GLOBAL PRESENCE. You can be 100% sure that your products and services will be widely advertised and spread. One
of Hostelvending strongest points is internalization and expansion. Our large subscribers database – in constant growth
and re nement – and the active distribution in shows, events and conferences guarantees that a big sum of companies,
decision-makers and professionals will see you.

- ADDED-VALUE. In Hostelvending we care of all the details, while we keep innovating. That creates added value and, in
the end, it is our client who really bene ts from a stronger corporate branding.

- PERSONALIZED SUPPORT. You know you can count on us for advice on topics where we have more information than
anyone else. We can give you tips on how to get the most out of your advertising campaigns. Besides the editorial support, we can even provide proven-quality Design, Illustration and Translation services.
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¿What does Hostelvending offer?
Being the ONLY online newspaper about automatic retailing in the World, Hostelvending.com is, consequently, the largest, nest and most up-to-date source of information for and about the Vending industry.
It is all advantages: an innovative, organic, extremely visual and fully accesible website where companies and users can
multiply their business possibilities and promote brand image among two different visitor pro les: PROFFESSIONAL readers and the Big Audience.

- Product and Company Search.
- Complete and functional Trade shows list.
- Image Gallery.
- Classi ed Ads.
- Guides to start a Vending business.
- In-depth reports, articles and interviews.
- Coffee daily prices.
- Public tenders alert.

Even more, HOSTELVENDING.com strengthens the
impact of their news and the close communication with
proffesionals in the most popular social networks:
Twitter, @HostelVending
facebook.com/hostelvending
youtube.com/user/RevistaHostelVending
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¿What does Hostelvending.com offer?
Hostelvending.com daily newsletter is yet another guarantee that our subscribers database will receive – every day,
no costs – an exclusive advertising impression of your company, along with the daily choice of news articles. Yes, this is
certainly one of the most effective advertising solutions, since the Newsletter is delivered directly and inmediately to our
readers. Hostelvending.com also uses an optimized SEO structure. Thanks to this software, our articles are often positioned in the top results in Google, Google News and the main Internet search engines, maximizing the impact of news.
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4 / Suscriber profile

The overall number of subscribers to Hostelvending (always

installers, tters, operators, professionals of the hotel and

on the rise) is 3.650, con una distribución que abarca más de

restaurant industries, etc.

40 países en todo el mundo, divididos en:

• Vending machine owners: 4,190 subscribers. These are the
ones who own a small amount of machines or are owners of

The magazine is delivered to over 40 countries all over the

bigger machine parks but do not exploit them directly.

World. Subscribers can be tagged as:
• Manufacturing companies: 1,588 subscribers.

In addition to all these subscribers, Hostelvending, thanks to

Here are included all those companies directly involved in

the largest database in the vending industry, has registered

the manufacture, distribution and storage of vending machi-

a great number of companies and freelancers that, after

nes along with all those which belong to auxiliary industries:

paying attention to the continous changes in the market,

manufacturers, sales people, electronic, software, hardware,

have added or intend to add the vending distribution as an

technical and maintenance assistance, event organizers,

ideal way for trading their products and services.

etc.
• Independent professionals: 2,904 subscribers. Professio-

In this sense, Hostelvending and Hostelvending.com are the

nals who work on their own with medium businesses inside

best gateway into this industry.

the industry or those who work for the auxiliary industry:
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Visitor profile
Hostelvending.com is a news and advertising solution that can be easily accesed from any computer, tablet PC or
smartphone.
Considering the concept behind our news articles and the multiple free solutions provided, there are two groups of
visitor profiles:

- 1. A LARGE group of PROFESSIONAL visitors, belonging to companies that are part of the automatic retailing
industry (or
they are closely related to it). This pro le usually includes executives in managerial positions and decision- makers;
they are educated men and women, aged 30 to 55, who usually visit the website during working hours.

- 2. A second and smaller group of visitors (but also increasing), is a non-professional pro le, which could be labelled
as the BIG AUDIENCE. They are visitors that may have been attracted to the website by the headtitles (and the
information behind them), or because they interested on taking their first steps in the automatic retailing business,
either as an investor, an entrepreneur, or a company that is considering to use Vending services. Be as it may, this
visitor pro le is extremely interesting for companies advertised or mentioned in Hostelvending.com, since they are
presumably the same pro le of end users and clients, thus maximizing the impact of their advertising campaing in
their target.
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5 / Editorial calendar

ISSUES

Booking of ADs Deadline

108– January / February

14/12/18 - 21/12/18

109– March

12/02/19 - 19/02/9

110 – April (OCS)

16/03/19 - 23/03/19

111 –May

11/04/19 - 22/04/19

112 – June (Micromarkets)

18/05/19 - 27/05/19

113 – July / August

12/06/19 - 22/06/19

114 – September

12/08/19 - 22/08/19

115 – October (Vendibérica)

12/09/19 - 22/09/19

116 –November/ December

12/09/19 - 22/09/19

DISTRIBUTION IN TRADE SHOWS AND PRINT RUN

Salón HT / HIP / CES / Expocafé / China IVS
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
Alimentaria Lisboa / VendExpo
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
Vending París / Alimentaria / NAMA One Show / Vendex
Tirada: 11.300 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 15.000
Eu’Vend & Coffeena / Vending Expo Rumanía
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
Noche del vending / World of Coffee / Fispal Café
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
Vendex / Coffee, Tea and Water / ExpoCafé México
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
Expovending / Canadá Vending Expo / Vend Asean
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
Vendibérica / Host Milano
Tirada: 9.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 12.700
EVEX / Coffee, Tea & Water
Tirada: 6.000 ejemplares Descarga PDF: 3.700 TOTAL: 9.700
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6 / Prices List
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Price List
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Advertising Space in Hostelvending.com
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Price list Hostelvending.com
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Price list Newsletter
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Hostelvending y Hostelvending.com
Hipala Communication S.L.
C/ Ferrocarril del Puerto, 8
Oficina 18 - 29002 Málaga (Spain)
+34 952 33 87 51
info@hostelvending.com

